
 

 

  
Abstract—In this paper, we propose effective system for digital 

music retrieval. We divided proposed system into Client and Server. 
Client part consists of pre-processing and Content-based feature 
extraction stages. In pre-processing stage, we minimized Time code 
Gap that is occurred among same music contents. As content-based 
feature, first-order differentiated MFCC were used. These presented 
approximately envelop of music feature sequences. Server part 
included Music Server and Music Matching stage. Extracted features 
from 1,000 digital music files were stored in Music Server. In Music 
Matching stage, we found retrieval result through similarity measure 
by DTW. In experiment, we used 450 queries. These were made by 
mixing different compression standards and sound qualities from 50 
digital music files. Retrieval accurate indicated 97% and retrieval time 
was average 15ms in every single query. Out experiment proved that 
proposed system is effective in retrieve digital music and robust at 
various user environments of web. 
 

Keywords—Music Retrieval, Content-based, Music Feature and 
Digital Music.  

I. INTRODUCTION 
ECENTLY, various IT devices (Mobile, PMP, Netbook, 
etc.) and IT infrastructure like high-speed wire/wireless 

internet has spread rapidly. With these streams, Digital 
Contents Market has been also more growing. In digital content 
market, various kinds of contents such like music, Film and 
e-learning are in circulation. Among them all, Music content is 
considered as Core content from distribution volume and 
market size point of view. While music content demands are 
increasing, it has been occurred demands about not only typical 
content distribution but also novelty services. According to 
these requirements, technology demands have been also 
requested for service development. 

Now, requested technology demands are ‘Music search with 
music’ and ‘User resource recognition’. ‘Music search with 
music’ is very important technology for developing and 
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diversification of typical retrieval interface. ‘User resource 
recognition’ is essential for Service application development, 
content contribution management and statistical work. These 
requested technologies are able to be built through 
content-based music retrieval system. 

In this paper, we propose effective digital music retrieval 
system through extracted content-based features from music. 
Proposed system is divided into two parts like ‘Client Part’ and 
‘Server Part’. 
‘ Client Part’ is divided into Input stage for retrieval request 

and Result Output stage. First, Input stage is to input music file 
for retrieving music or music related contents. Even inputted 
music files by user are same contents, there is a strong 
probability that those have different digitalize standard. In this 
case, Hashing Key retrieval method is able to carry out high 
rates retrieval error. When people convert own digital music, 
they use various digitalize standards like In-coding, Sampling, 
Quantization, Bit-rate and etc. If one music file is changed in 
different digitalize standard, discrete values for representing 
waveform are able to be transformed. Content-based feature 
extracting with music files pre-processing can carry out music 
features with keeping consistency. We use First-order 
differentiated MFCC [1]-[4] as content-based feature. Through 
first-order differentiation computation, we could remove 
MFCC feature error when volume is changing. Second, Result 
output stage is to display user retrieval result. In this stage, 
music contents or music related contents are provided. 

Serve part is divided into ‘Query String construct’, ‘Music 
Matching/Result’ and ‘Music Server’. First, Music Server 
consists of two Databases. One is Music-ContentsDB that 
Music contents and music related contents are stored. The other 
is FeatureDB that content-based features from all music content 
are stored. FeatureDB is used to retrieve works. 
Music-ContentsDB is used to output requested content from 
DB. Second, ‘Music Matching/Result’ searches same digital 
music between Inputted music and FeatureDB with similarity 
criterion. Similarity is measured by DTW [5]-[9]. DTW 
presents robustness at minute time axis error. 

The structure of this paper is as follows. In section2, we 
present related work in content-based retrieval fields. In section 
3, we propose structure and detail methods of our effective 
retrieval system through Content-based Feature. In section 4, 
we describe our experiments and results. In section 5, we 
provide some conclusions and suggest future works.  
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II. RELATED WORK 
Content-based Music Retrieval methods are able to be 

branched mainly two parts. One is a method to use MIDI and 
Tab information. The other is a method to use extracted 
information through music spectral analysis. 

For retrieving musical information, it is simple and easy to 
use MIDI [10]-[12] & Tag information [13], [14]. MIDI has 
musical information like tempo and chord. Tag information 
consists of objective music information like composer, song 
title and release date. In spite of that, it is hard to get good 
retrieval result when you retrieve digital music through using 
MIDI and Tag. You are be able to retrieve only music that 
MIDI and Tag information is stored. 

Retrieval method to use extracted information from music 
waveform stays basically DSP (Digital Signal Processing) 
Technology. Unlike method to use MIDI, DSP extracts musical 
information from music waveform through various extracting 
algorithm. That is, it is possible to apply all kind of digitalized 
music file (MP3, OGG, WMA and etc.) that have spectral 
information. By applying DSP technology, Pitch [15], Timbre 
[16], Harmony [17] and etc are extracted. Then those are used 
as elements of retrieval. 

Currently, Melody-based retrieval [18], [19] and Humming 
based retrieval are active research topic in content-based 
retrieval fields. 

Melody-based retrieval is to index melody of all music then 
to retrieve. Melody is categorized information as mid-level 
information. In Classical Music that record performing sounds 
of some instruments, to apply melody-based retrieve is very 
easy. On the contrary, it is occurred high rate error when 
melody-based retrieve is applied to pop style music. This is a 
weakness example of Melody-based retrieval. 

Humming-based retrieval is to understand pitch of human 
voice and retrieve digital music through understand 
information. An example of this is MIDOMI[20]. 
Humming-based retrieval is able to be applying to Mobile 
Device, Auto Karaoke system and various entertainment fields. 
All of that, it has limitation that retrieval result accurate depend 
on accurate of user humming. 

III. EFFECTIVE DIGITAL MUSIC RETRIEVAL 

A. Structure of Propose System 
In Fig.1, we can see the overall structure of Effective Digital 

Music Retrieval System. Flow of proposed system is as 
follows. User inputs own digital music file. Inputted music 
takes Pro-processing and Feature extraction stages in Applet of 
Client. Extracted features are sent to Server. Then that is 
reconstructed as Query. Retrieval Query is used to find same 
content that satisfy similarity criterion in FeatureDB. 
FeatureDB consists of extracted Content-based features from 
all of music contents. After this stage, we can get Matched 
music information or related contents as retrieval result. These 
are sent to Applet of Client then displayed to user through 
browser. 

In digital contents retrieval fields, one of the main problems 

is that many digitalize standard exists in inputted digital 
contents. In real contribution market, large volume music have 
different digitalize standard even if those are same music. For 
this reason, it has no fixed digitalized standard of inputted 
music. For solving this problem, pre-processing stage is very 
important. Pre-processing is carried out before feature 
extracting. It has two stage sequences. First stage is to 
transform different standard into same standard. Second one is 
to align time axis. 
 

 
Fig. 1 This is a proposed structure for effective digital music retrieval 

through content-based features. It divides into two parts. Part A 
presents Applet of Client. Part B shows the structure of Server. 

 
Content-based Features is fundamentally extracted through 

MFCC. MFCC has been popularly used in most voice, music 
and audio analysis and recognition fields because of good 
performance. None the worse, MFCC has a weak to depend on 
normalize status of waveform. If normalize status is different, 
MFCC feature values are presented in different value area. For 
solving these kinds of problems, we use differentiated MFCC 
as content-based feature. 

Criterion of Music Matching is Similarity. It is measured by 
DTW. Music is a media that include time attribute. Result of 
similarity measuring depends on time axis change rates 
between two digital music files. DTW algorithm measures 
similarity while consider dynamically changing time axis. For 
this reason, DTW is suitable to measure similarity of media 
with time attribute. 

B. Applet of Client 
Applet of Client is divided into Music Input, Pre-processing 

and Feature extraction and Result Display. 
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Music Input is that user input own digital music file to 
retrieve through Applet. Inputted music files by user are 
generally compressed music files into various compressed 
standard. Sampling and Bit rate also are presented in various 
standards. If music files of same content have different 
digitalize standard, time code and discrete value of waveform 
are little bit different. That is, inputted music file and original 
music file have value difference if inputted music has numbers 
of converted history. 

Pre-processing means blocked sequences of Clipping, 
Decoding, Silence removing and Framing. Time code gap 
occurs whenever music file is converted into different digitalize 
standard. Therefore, pre-processing is requested to minimize 
time code gap 

First, clipping stage is to slice some part from whole music 
and make it as a clip. We don’t need whole part of inputted 
music for identification recognizing. We therefore just take 
some part as a clip. In this paper, we just use a clip that is sliced 
from fixed time area. For making clip, we use 0~25sec part of 
all inputted music. 

Second, Decoding stage is to transform clips that have 
different digitalize standard into criterion standard. Until don’t 
weigh with retrieval result, clips are down sampled to minimum 
criterion standard. Minimum criterion standard is 44100Hz 
sampling rate, 16bit, Mono and PCM. 

Third, Silence Removing [21], [22] stage is to remove no 
sound area in clip signal. Clip is front part of original music. 
Clip therefore has around 1~2sec silence sound. Silence sound 
is inputted while digital file is converted. In case of CD 
Ripping, Silence sound length depends on user setting. In case 
of reconverting, silence sound length is able to be changed. For 
this reason, it doesn’t guarantee that same music files have 
same time code because of alterability of silence sound length. 
In this stage, Silence sound area is judged and removed by 
ZCR(Zero Crossing Rate)[23]. 

Fourth, framing stage is to segment music clip into frame by 
decided Hop size and Frame size. Minimum length of sound 
recognition ability of human is 20ms. We therefore decide 
20ms as a frame length. Hop size is length of overlapping area. 
Hop occurs when clip is divided into frame with overlapping. 
Data loss occurs when music features are extracting. Hop is 
essential important to minimize this. In this paper, we set Hop 
size to 10ms half length of frame length. 

Feature extracting means blocked sequences block of MFCC 
feature extracting, Grouping and Enveloping. 

First, MFCC features are extracted from pre-processed 
frames. MFCC features are extracted into numbers of decided 
output channel. In this paper, output channel was fixed up 13. 
13 features are 0~12 orders data. Fundamentally, MFCC 
derived expression is as follow Formula (1). 
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Second, extracted MFCC features from frame sequences 
form a group. If we extract 13 features in every frame and store 
all of them in DB, Column numbers of DB Table will increase 

by geometric progression. This is an inefficient method from 
efficient retrieval system construct of view. Frames form a 
group into length that have no an effect on retrieval result. 
Then, it sums up all features of some groups. This is used as a 
Key value of that group. In this paper, one group is decided to 
sum of 50 frames and we extract Key value of group from that. 

Third, Enveloping stage is to calculate change tendency of 
Key values. MFCC feature has a weak that feature values is 
able to be changed easily as volume level is changed. 
According to transformed data in converting process, gap of 
feature values is occurred even if there are same music files. 
Fig.2. shows waveform differences when same music files are 
converted into different digitalize standard and volume level. 
Human recognize same music when they hear converted music 
files with different status. Fig.3. show comparing Key values 
between extracted MFCC feature groups from two music file. 
We can see difference of feature value even if changing 
tendency is similar. For protecting these kind of error, we can 
compute changing tendency through First-order differentiate 
and use it. One feature presents a moment sound. Changing 
tendency of features has more information than feature 
sequences. Therefore, changing tendency of features is more 
suitable than feature sequences as a music feature with high 
discrimination. 

 
Fig. 2 MusicA and MusicB are same music. Those are converted with 
different digitalizing standard and different volume level. We can see 

some points of difference between waveform of two music files 
 

 
Fig. 3 This is a comparing graph of Key Value of grouped MFCCs of 
MusicA and Music B. MusicA and MusicB are same music with Fig.2. 
X axis means grouped MFCC group number, Y axis means Key value 

of MFCC group 
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C. Server 
In server part, Music Matching stage is core step. Music 

matching stage consists of candidate music retrieving with 
Query and similarity measuring by DTW. 

First, candidate music retrieving uses Input Query for 
finding candidate list. Extracted feature data from input music 
is reconstructed into Query. Candidate list is carried out with 
difference between Query and each record of FeatureDB. In 
that process, difference means similarity. Values of each 
element in candidate list are in threshold limitation range. 
Formula (2) show derived expression of difference. CD 
(Candidate Difference) means difference between Query and 
feature sequences of each record. G means numbers of MFCC 
Group. 

 

∑
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Fig.4. show one example of candidate retrieval result. 

Retrieval result of candidate is three candidates that are ranked 
top 3 Candidate among difference values. 

 

 
Fig. 4 This is an example graph of retrieving result of retrieving 

candidate group. Results are three matched music. Query music is one 
Korean song(Singer: Wonder girls, Song title: Nbody). In this case, 1st 
match is same music, 2nd match is instrument version of same music 

and 3rd match is different music 
 

 
Fig. 5 This is an example of similarity measuring between Query and 
one of Candidates. Similarity measuring is carried out by using DTW 
 

Second, Similarity measuring is to choose final result after 
measure similarity between Query and each candidate by 

DTW. DTW is similarity measuring algorithm. This is robust at 
time axis changing. For this reason, it has been popularly used 
in audio recognition fields. This find dynamically the best 
warping route in two data with different length then compare 
them. Fig.5. shows one example of the result of applying DTW 
to compare Query and Candidate. Formula (3) is the 
computation formula of DTW. In D(A,b), ‘A’ and ‘B’ are two 
music inputs. Function D computes the distance difference. 
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL & RESULT 
For experimental, the music server contained 1,000 songs in 

random order from Korean, Pop and classical music. All of 
them were sampled at 44100Hz sampling, Mono and PCM and 
quantized 16tit. Then features were extracted from all of them 
through noticed method in section 3. 

The input music was 50 songs. For keeping experimentation 
autonomy, the input music was collected outside even if those 
were also present in the music server. 450 Query were made by 
mixing different compression standards and sound qualities 
from these 50 songs. The nine standard specifications used 
MP3 (64kbps, 128kbps, 320kbps), OGG (96kbps, 128kbps, 
350kbps), WMA (64kbps, 128kbps, 160kbps). 
 

 
Fig. 6 This is a result table of retrieved candidate group with distance 

values among all of server music 
 

Fig.6 is one example of candidate retrieval result. We can 
rely on candidate retrieval result through Distance01 value is 
relatively more big than Distance02 one. Fig.7 is a comparing 
graph of Query, 1st Match, 2nd Match and 3rd Match. This 
graph shows that Query and 1st Match is almost a unit. It also 
shows that 2nd Match is not a unit with Query in some parts and 
3rd Match is different with query in many parts. 
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Fig. 7 This is a result graph about comparing value sequences of Query, 

1st match, 2nd match and 3rd match. X axis means index number of 
first-order differentiated Key Values of MFCC Group and Y axis 

means Key Value of each index. 
 

In our retrieval experiment, we achieved 97% retrieval 
success rate and 3% retrieval missing rate in total 450 quires. 
Pre-processing and feature extracting time of 1 music file was 
average 1.21Sec. Retrieval speed about 1 Query was average 
15ms. Average retrieval speed linearly increase as follow 
growing of server volume. The more server volume increases, 
the more number of retrieval individual increases. The cause of 
3% retrieval missing rate was Time Code gap. Time code gap 
was occurred because accurate of Silence Removing was not 
perfect.  

V. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we proposed Content-based retrieval system 

for effective digital music retrieval. As a content-based feature 
of proposed system, we used First-order differentiated Key 
Value of Grouped MFCC. Retrieval query was made up 
extracted features from input music. This was used to find 
Candidate list. DTW was used to measure similarity between 
query of input music and candidate music. Music Matching was 
consists of Candidate extracting and Similarity measuring. In 
proposed system, we can get effective result on accurate and 
speed point of view. 

In future work, we suggest 3 topics for development of 
proposed system. First topic is extra study about retrieval 
algorithm. We will research a stable retrieval algorithm without 
reference to server volume increasing. Second one is study 
about finding content-based feature with good discrimination 
in similar music group. Third one is to research and apply novel 
algorithm for sophisticated starting point detecting. 
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